I had a leg up at college because of all of my art classes at CH-CH, especially the AP class. I felt so prepared."

— MADDIE COLMAN ’17,
   Freshman at School of the Art Institute of Chicago

"At CH-CH the teachers give you a lot of creative freedom within an assignment. As someone who really loves art, it’s extremely important to me that my creativity doesn’t get lost. I am grateful to the teachers for allowing me to express my own unique artistic voice."

— NATASHA RAMIREZ ’18

When I was applying to drama degrees at university, I looked for schools that would provide academic support and an embracing community. CH-CH helped me figure out what mattered to me."

— EMMA CHONOFSKY ’14,
   Senior at University of Roehampton in London, majoring in theater and creative writing
FOR MANY YEARS THE BARN has been a central part of teaching and learning at the School. All students take at least two years of courses in the arts, and our alumni repeatedly express that their arts foundation at CH-CH profoundly affected their lives.

WITH AN ADDITIONAL 9,000 SQUARE FEET, this historic and iconic building will continue to provide a launching pad for our talented and creative students, better preparing them for an imaginative 21st century.
Witnessing firsthand the impact the School had on our son, we know personally the value in the CH-CH experience. Investing in the arts through the reimagined Barn is our way of saying thank you!"

— DEB & GREG MANKIW P’13
The Campaign for the Arts

CH-CH embraces the arts in our academic programs. The time has come to provide better facilities for our students’ creative enterprises. A state-of-the-art complex will facilitate expanded opportunities for our faculty and students, as well as collaboration with schools and organizations beyond CH-CH. A reimagined Barn will provide additional classroom space and further interdisciplinary connections which fit with our MI/DI approach.

**Studio Art**
- A renovated and expanded art studio, with a modern Mac-based digital arts lab, will provide both quiet and collaborative spaces for students to work.
- The new glass atrium gallery and entrance will provide ample space to present artwork and a wonderful place for students to gather.

**Music**
- A new and significantly larger music classroom is designed to enhance student learning and performance.
- Multiple practice spaces will allow student musicians to rehearse with minimal impact on other classes.

**Theater**
- A new theater, with flexible seating for up to 250 guests, will include expanded backstage production areas.
- A key feature will be a professional sound and lighting booth with a digital mixing audio console and lighting control desk.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Leslie Jacobson Kaye, Chief Advancement Officer
781-314-0812 or lkaye@chch.org

We teach the way students learn.
www.chch.org